
On the road with old Joe

Cabaret: 

Rapping, bleating, spitting – and playing the cello. The comedy duo Rebecca Carrington and Colin Brown give it 
their all during their performance in the Stuttgart Theaterhaus. By Christiane Reiser

Rebecca has brought her old friend Joe along. And he really is old: Joe is 229 years of age and made of wood. 
On Sunday evening, Rebecca Carrington performed a cabaret program called “Me and my Cello” at the Thea-
terhaus Stuttgart. Colin Brown, who has toured with Robbie Williams, provided support to Rebecca and Joe, the 
dream couple. 

Naming an instrument implies a very close relationship to it, like that between Rebecca and her cello Joe. “We 
practise together every day, for hours and hours”. Carrington looks pained, while she drags her bow squeaking 
across the strings. The English musician and her instrument seem like an old married couple: sometimes they 
get on each other’s nerves, but they are a perfectly-rehearsed team.

An 18th century cello is a dignified instrument that is usually played only during classical concerts, where a 
small cough will earn an angry look. With Carrington-Brown, it’s much more relaxed. Classical works do appear, 
but only as to segue into modern pop music. Carrington begins with Bach, seriously, as is proper for a serious 
cellist. But then she realises that Bach sounds a bit like “Every breath you take” by The Police. So she plays 
that. Just like that, as if it were absolutely natural to play pop music on a traditional instrument. And it sounds 
surprisingly good.

Carrington, who has been a member of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and others, does not take herself 
too seriously. She parodies a classical orchestra, theatrically brushes back her hair, and looks piqued, before 
grabbing her cello and looking deadly serious. “Classical concerts are not a joke”, explains the classically trained 
cellist. Instead, she plays “My Humps” by the Black Eyed Peas, jumps up and sings. She does not need Joe for 
this, because “he is made of wood”, which is a bit stiff for a rapper. This part is performed by her partner, Colin 
Brown, who leaps around on stage dressed in a training jacket and draped in bling gold chains. With his humour 
and musicality, Brown fits smoothly into the duo formed by Rebecca and Joe.

People who have known one another for such a long time as those two have (Carrington started playing the 
cello at six years of age) have experienced a lot together. In her cabaret program, the cellist tells the story of 
a musical journey around the world. She leaves no cliché untouched, but she never becomes insulting. People 
who can laugh at themselves have the right to laugh at others humorously. At the arrogant Frenchman, for 
example, who believes his language to be the most beautiful in the world, and puts off the Englishwoman with 
a patronising “Comment?”, even though the French have their own funny accent, as Carrington points out. And 
to prove it, she sings “La vie en rose” by Edith Piaf. No, she doesn’t sing it, she baahs it like a sheep, and she 
squints while singing.

Carrington gives everything, as a cellist and as a cabaret artist. Audience members in the front seat are con-
fronted with a fountain of spittle when she imitates Spanish hissing noises. In Spain, Joe has a problem: he is 
not a guitar. How can he play a fiery Flamenco? But Carrington has no problem using her cello in unusual ways: 
she simply places the large instrument on her knees and plucks it like a guitar. There are no sounds that Re-
becca cannot coax from her old friend Joe. He can sound like bagpipes, with Carrington snorting to imitate the 
pipe sounds of the Scottish instrument, or he can be plucked like an Indian sitar while she belts out a Bollywood 
number.

Rebecca Carrington can be loud and shrill, but she also plays quiet notes, like a melancholy love song, and 
demonstrates that she has perfect mastery over her instrument as well as British comedy.

English translation:


